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Superior safety (2)
- outstanding wet braking performance when 
new and still when worn without compromising 
tyre longevity thanks to the latest generation high 
proformance rubber compound*’

#1 in longevity (3) 
- Benefit from superior performance from new, down 
to minimum legal tread depth (1.6mm)

Other features
- Rim protector-all sizes
- 18” only: velvet finish

Safe when 
new, safe 
when worn

*

Superior safety

Save on fuel 
costs up to the 
equivalent of the 
price of 1 tyre 
between a tyre 
graded C and a 
tyre graded E (3)
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*New and Worn (worn means 2 mm tread depth), on MICHELIN PRIMACY 4 (205/55 R16 91V), MICHELIN CrossClimate+ (205/55 R16 91H), 
MICHELIN CrossClimate SUV (275/45 R20 110Y ), are above the R117 European regulation wet grip threshold.

* Wet braking test, between 80 and 20 kph, conducted by TÜV SÜD product service, on Michelin’s request, between June and July 2017, on 
dimension 205/55 R16 91V on VW Golf 7 comparing MICHELIN PRIMACY 4 versus latest competitor tyres available at the time of testing:  
BRIDGESTONE TURANZA T001 EVO;  CONTINENTAL PREMIUM CONTACT 5; DUNLOP BLURESPONSE;  GOODYEAR EFFICIENT GRIP PERFORMANCE; 
PIRELLI CINTURATO P7 BLUE. Worn= 2mm

** Test conducted by DEKRA TEST CENTER, on Michelin’s request, between June and July 2017, on dimension 205/55  R16 91V on VW 
Golf 7 comparing MICHELIN PRIMACY 4 versus  latest competitor tyres available at the time of testing: BRIDGESTONE TURANZA T001 EVO ;  
CONTINENTAL PREMIUM CONTACT 5 ; DUNLOP BLURESPONSE ;  GOODYEAR EFFICIENT GRIP PERFORMANCE ; PIRELLI CINTURATO P7 BLUE . 
Longevity test run in average real usage (D50) with 10.000 km run and estimated longevity at 1.6mm.

**Based on UK average annual private mileage = 7,500 miles, Dept Of Transport 2016.

Legal Information

11,000 more miles = > 1.5 years of additional motoring**



Find out more at

www.michelin.co.uk


